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This practice-based inquiry explores the social and political agency of publishing by investigating the  
micro-politics of making and sharing knowledges from an intersectional feminist perspective. There has  
been much discussion of the political agency of the book as a medium, yet it is often assumed that the  
book's political potential extends primarily, indeed if not exclusively, in terms of its content. The focus  
of this inquiry, however, is the potentially radical, political and emancipatory ways and processes by 
which a publication is made (authored, edited, printed, bound), disseminated (circulated, described, 
cataloged), and read (used). 

The five projects at the core of this contribution have been developed collaboratively with different 
constellations of actors across the UK and Sweden and are comprised of: AND Publishing (2010–),  
The Library of Omissions and Inclusions (2016–18), The Piracy Project (2010–15), Let’s Mobilize:  
What is Feminist Pedagogy? (2015–16), and Boxing and Unboxing (2018). These five projects 
explore intersectional feminist publishing strategies and ask: What if we understood publication not 
as a finite object? What if we gave attention and value to the processes and practices that lead up to a 
publication? How can collective processes of publishing themselves be a tactic to practically 
intervene, disrupt and change existing knowledge practices? 

Located at the intersection of contemporary art, radical education, and institutional analysis, this 
inquiry critically investigates the presumption that publishing is an outright positive and progressive 
act, a tool of giving voice and developing emancipatory agency. It identifies the paradoxes, conflicts, 
and contra-dictions for collective knowledge practices caused by systems of validation and audit 
culture, by the stasis of the "finite" object and by the authority these discrete objects produce.  
The research stretches beyond these points by exploring the coercive mutual reciprocity between 
authorship, authorization, and authority. 

At its core, this inquiry aims to expand and test the normative criteria of what constitutes a publication.  
One of the emergent questions posed was whether publishing may be seen as a verb (a process) rather 
than a noun (i.e. the finished object). Could practice itself be understood as a form of publishing?  
A teaching situation, for example – a workshop, seminar, or group dialogue, where knowledge is 
collectively created and shared at the same time – could this also be considered as publishing?  
What kinds of publics are necessary or relevant to a publication process? A collaboration, a collective,  
a scene, a process, a dynamic, a method – can we frame any such situation or process as "publishing"? 
How fixed or stable does a transmission of knowledges need to be in order to be called a "publication"? 
And what is the function and effect of such stability? 

Since the communication of the research findings (in the form of a PhD thesis) itself constitutes  
a form of publication, I experimented with an open and dialogical mode of publishing in the form  
of a MediaWiki – developed “in public” from its very beginning. As such, it turns the thesis from 
constituting an authoritative text into a site for multiple voices with occasions of negotiation, 
disagreement, and consultation. 


